
 

 

Gogoro, DCJ & Yadea Partner In China 

Gogoro® is partnering with Dachangjiang (DCJ) and Yadea, China’s leading two-wheel 
vehicle makers, to deploy a new electric refueling system in China using Gogoro’s 
battery swapping platform. The partnership brings together three industry leaders that 
share a vision for the future of sustainable two-wheel transportation in China and are 
committed to establishing smart infrastructure that will enable its urban growth.  

As the top motorcycle maker in China, DCJ has led the gas-
powered motorcycle market in sales for 18 consecutive years  
with more than 2 million sold per year. 

As the global leader in all electric two-wheel vehicles, Yadea is 
also one of the global two-wheel vehicles leaders overall, selling 
more than 10 million electric two wheel vehicles in 2020.    

"Asia's most populated cities are beginning to adopt cleaner urban transportation systems for their 
millions of scooter and motorcycle riders by leveraging innovative electric refueling solutions like 
Gogoro battery swapping. Gogoro’s partnership with Yadea and DCJ in China, which builds upon 
their existing work with Hero MotoCorp in India, sends a clear signal that the world's two-wheel 
leaders are helping to fuel the sustainability revolution in Asia with smart battery swapping.” 

    Al Gore,  
    Nobel Peace Prize winner, former Vice President of the United States,  
    and co-founder and chairman of Generation Investment Management,  
    which is an investor in Gogoro. 

“Introducing a new era of sustainable urban transportation in China takes industry leaders like 
DCJ, Yadea and Gogoro coming together with a shared vision to embrace new business 
models and technologies that set the stage for a better future,” “We all share an ambitious 
vision for changing how China’s cities operate in smarter and cleaner ways and the Gogoro 
Network was created to provide an easy path forward for simple and sustainable electric 
refueling of two-wheel vehicles with smart battery swapping.” 

    Horace Luke,  
    founder, and CEO, Gogoro Inc.



 

Dachangjiang Group Facts 

Founded 1992 

Headquarters   Jiangmen, China 

Chief Financial Officer:  Li Jianjun 

Employees   10,000+ 

#1 gas-powered two-wheel maker in China  
for eighteen straight years. 

Total Vehicles Sold  

• 2+m two-wheelers per year. 
• 42m two-wheelers sold since 1992 

15,000+ retail outlets in China 

100+ two-wheel models 

Yadea Technology Group Facts 

Founded 2001 

Headquarters   Shanghai, China 

Chairman   Jinggui Dong 

Employees   8,184 

#1 electric two-wheel maker in the world. 

Total Vehicles Sold  

• 50m electric two-wheelers since 2001 
• 10.8m electric two-wheelers sold in 2020 

Reduce 8.52m tons of oil consumption, 2.84m 
tons of CO2 emissions, equivalent of planting 
28.4 billion trees 

35,000+ retail stores worldwide

Gogoro Facts 

Founded 2011 

Headquarters Location: Taipei, Taiwan. 

CEO   Horace Luke 

Employees   2,400 

#1 battery swapping network in the world.  

Gogoro Network  

• Gogoro Network Smart Battery 
• Gogoro Network GoStations 
• Gogoro Network Cloud Service 

Gogoro Network Momentum 

• 390,000 monthly subscribers 
• 2,100 battery swapping stations 
• 270,000 daily battery swaps 
• 185 million total battery swaps 

2020 Frost & Sullivan Company of the Year 
Award for the Global Swappable Battery Electric 
Scooter Market 

The Powered by Gogoro Network Program gives 
Gogoro’s vehicle maker partners access to Gogoro 
innovations and intellectual property including its 
intelligent drivetrains and controllers, components 
and smart systems, so they can develop and roll-
out unique electric vehicles that integrate Gogoro 
Network battery swapping. 

Gogoro Vehicle Partners 

• DCJ 
• Yadea 
• Hero MotoCorp 
• Yamaha 
• Aeon Motors 
• eMoving 
• PGO 
• eReady


